b;ubmitted by Richard A. Brualdi ABSTBA( 2"1" We present algorithms which apply self-scaling fast plane rotations to the QR deeom|~sition for still" least squares problems. We show that both fast and stamlard (,ivens rotation-based algorithms produce accurate results, regardless of row sortin K and even with extremely large weights, when equali~:-constrained leztst squares probh,ms are solved by the weighting metht×t. Numerical test results show that the Ihmseholder QR decomposition 'algorithm is sensitive to row sorting and produces less accurate results when the weights are large, and that the modified Gram-gehmidt algorithm is less sensitive to row sorting. This makes the last plane rotation a methc~t of choice for the QR decx~mposition of stiff matrices, since it is also competitive in computational complexiQ'. Based on the above results, an efficient algorithm is also derived for the application where the least squares solutions are required for various constrained matrices for each fixed data matrix.
INTRODUCTION
Least squares problems with equality constraints (I,SE) may be represented as min IIAx -bl12,
where A ~ R ''×", B ~ I~ t×', m >t n, and n >/l. We will assume that rank B = l and null(A) n null(B) = {01. If
<"
a minimum norm solution can be specified. The LSE problems arise in several applications, including adaptive beamforming in signal processing [28] , curn,e fitting [6] , penal~' function methods in nonlinear optimization [27] , geodetic least squares adjustment [28] , and surface fitting [17] .
The methods for solving the LSE problem include the nullspace ~uethod, the direct elimination method, and the weighting method [17] . All of these methods involve orthogonal transformations. As methods based on the solution of normal equations pertorm much worse when matrix condition numbers are large, they are not generally recommended. The LSE problem may also be solved via pseudoinverses [and thus via the singnlar value decomposition (SVD)] [17], but because of its greater computational cornplexi~, this method is of practical use for analysis only. For the analyses based on the generalized SVD (GSVD) and on weighted pseudoinverses, see [3, 11, 12, 28] . In [6] , it has been illustrated that the nullspace anti the direct elimination methods are numerically stable, and these two methods are shown to ,"°ield almost identical numerical accuracy results [20] . There are also direct and iterative methods for the solution of sparse problems which are beyond the scope of this article. Readers are directed to [8] .
We have previously presented self-scaling fast plane rotations [2] which obviate the rescaling necessary in other fast plane rotations. In this paper, we present algorithms that apply self-scaling fast plane rotations to the QR decomposition for stiff lea,st squares problems. These problems appear when an equality-constrained linear least squares problem is solved via extreme weighting of the constraint equations, tbr example. The accuracy of our algorithm compares favorably with that of the Givens-rotation-based algorithm, while the Householder method may produce very' sensitive results.
Moreover, both fast and standard Givens-rotation-based algorithms produce very accurate results, regardless of row sorting and even with extremely large weights, in our experiments. This makes the fast plane rotation a method of choice for the QR decomposition, since it is also competitive in complexity with the Householder method.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we review tilt.' methods for solving equality-constrained least sttnares problems and compare their computational complexities. In Section 3, we describe how the self-scalin~ fast rotation can be applied in solving equalib'-eonstraiued least squares problems x~a the weighting method. The role of row sorting and the column pivoting in producing accurate results in the weighting method is discussed. We show how the presented algorithm can be utilized in applicatitms where the least-squares solutions are required for various constrained matrices for each fixed data matrix. We then l~resent the numerical test results in Section 4, where the Givens methods are shoxsll to produce far more accurate results than the l louseht~ldtrr method and tile modified Cram-Schmidt method in extreme cases when the weight values hecome large and r,)ws are sorte(l in a certain way.
EQUALITY-CONSTRAINED LEAST SQUARES
In this section, we briefly review the weighting metht)d, tile nnllspace n.~th¢~¢l, and the direct elimination method anti compare their computational cnmph,xities. In the weighting method, the LSE problem (I) is transtbrnted to the unconstrained linear least squares (LS) problem. which is the same as the weighted least squares prt~bleln (WLS) [6] where
It is shown in [14] that with a large enough T/, the solution to (2) can accurately approximate the LSE solution to (1) . However, a large value of 77 yields a stiff problem, and we have to choose the algorithm carefully for accurate results. The normal equation method of solution,
should be avoided when the ~qZBrB term overwhelms the ATA term resulting an unacceptable information loss for large values of r/. The Householder, modified Gram-Schmidt, and Givens orthogonal decomposition methods are commonly used for the solution of LS problems [7, 14] . It has been shown that for the stiff problems, the solution vector obtained by the QR decomposition I is sensitive to the row sorting of the matrix and "also to the size r/. However, in this paper, we will show that although this is the case with the Householder method, the Givens method and its fizs't versions for the QR decomposition are not sensitive to row sorting according to a substantial number of experiments.
The nullspace method [17] , summarized in Algorithm 1, uses an orthogonal basis of the nullspace of the constraint matrix. Although this method admits stable updating, it is inefficient if A is large and sparse [14] or if" the problem is to be solved tbr various matrices B for a fixed A, as each prodimt AQs must be recalculated.
ALGORITHM 1 (Nullspace).
[ L n 0
L~ ld ~ xs (triangular forward solve), I As an important implementation detail, if matrices are stored in row-major form, the X = QR decomposition should bc i)erformed, and if in cohunn-nlajor tbrln, the X r= LQ ~ decomposition should be performed, so as to promote and maximize contiguous data reference. Herein we will assume row-major storage and (liseuss the QR rather than the I,Q r decomr~)sition.
LINEAR I,EAST SQUARES
The direct elimination metht)d is presented in Algorithm 2. It applies orthogonal transformations to tile constant matrix and then elementao' transformations ((;aussian elimination) to tile data matrix. Column interchanges art' necessary to insure that the resulting first l columns of the constraint matrix are linearly independent. Then, the equalit?,.,-eonstrained least squares problem (1) can i)e restated as the unconstrmned problem. For tile generalization of this algorithm to handle the instance where A and B have certain sparsiO' structure and each inay be rank-deficient, see [5] . The direct elimination method admits updating in a straightforward manner. 
u = operations for a 2-element rotation: v = 6 flops (slow rotation), v = 4 flops (fast rotation).
In Table I , the floating point complexity (1 flop --~ 1 multiplication or 1 addition) is presented using the efficient algorithm for each method. It was assumed that the orthogonal factor was not formed explicitly but the rotations which would form it were saved in factored form and later used as described in [24] .
Because the nullspace and weighting methods consist of rotations and triangular solves exclusively, their floating point complexities are roughly the same. The direct elimination method replaces some orthogonal transformations with elementary trans|ormations which are computationally less expensive. However, this may result in less accurate results, e.g. when the elements in A are much larger than those in B.
FAST GIVENS ROTATIONS FOR STIFF LS PROBLEMS

Foist Givens Rotations
The Givens algorithm for the QR decomposition is based on plane rotations. A plane rotation G of order n through an angle 0 in the (p, q) plane is the same as the identity matrix I,,, except for the four elements at the intersections of the pth and qth rows and columns. It is well known that a Givens rotation can annihilate a specific element in a matrix as (In practice, these equations are reformulated to minimize overflow and roundoff error [14] .) There are many ordering in which the elements in the matrix can be annihilated for the triangularization. Some of these orderings promote data locality, and others permit many rows to be annihilated in parallel [1 ] .
For two row vectors of length n, appl~ng each Givens rotation requires 4 n multiplications (and 2n additions). This complexity in multiplication can be reduced to 2n using fast (;ivens rotations [13, 16, 2]. A secondary advantage of the last rotation is that the square roots for the computation of cosine and sine can be eliminated [23] . llowever, the standard fast rotations [lave been avoided in production algorithms which utilize plane rotations, mainly due to their possible overflow/underflow problems [4, 14, 1S, 19] . We now l)rietlx' review our self-sealing fast rotations [2] , which obviate the need tor detecti'ng the overflow/underflow, to be used to solv¢, the WI,S (:3).
Suppose a transformation xha a rotation G ~ives
In tilst rotations, the mnnber of multiplications is reduced by kceping the matrix X in the factored form DY, where D is a diagonal matrix and Y is accordingly scaled, and these t~vo tiletors are updated separately. The calculation of the product of the two factors may be postponed until the explicit result is required. The matrix D can be initialized as the identity matrix or a diagonal matrix with its diagonal elements the same as the weights. The rotation may then be represented in the factored fbrm
In actua] couqmtation, in order to avoid square roots. D 2 rather than D is stored and used for tile calculation of rotation parameters. There are several ways to choose a fast rotation F an(] the new diagona] matrix D '2 so that the nmnber of multiplications is reduc¢'d by half compared to the standard (slow) rotation. For the choice of F and D' in the standard fast rotations, see Table  " 2. where b),,/ denotes the 2 × 2 submatrix of I," in the (p, q) plane and it is assumed that the rotation occurs in the (p, q) plane. "Fo bound the maximum decrease in the diagonal factor matrix D ~. one must choose between the two alternative formulations of the fast rotations which update the diagonal e]ements of D 2 with cosines or sines. In the standard last rotation, although the decrease in magpfitude of each element of J ~fith the appropriate application the diagonal factor D ' can be bounded by of the two formulations, the diagonal elements of I) 2 are reduced at each rotation and may eventually cause m~derflow. 
/ (s)
An extra benefit of this tormulation, in addition to the elimination ¢~i te,nl~ora, T' storage of !t, [10] , is that the ,mmber c-' is multiplied into on¢' dia,eonal element and divided inlo the other. S,d~sequentl,,'. the decrease ~d the diag, onal elements is no lon~er monotonic'. In [2] . w¢. developed tour variations of the modified fast rotation (8) The scalars computed in floating point arithmetic are shown in Table 3 in the same order they appear in Table 2 . As an improvement over previous analyses [2] , we introduce the new error variable ea to reflect the different nature of that operation's error behavior and to yield a tighter error bound.
Note that for [01 ~< at/4, if 101 diminishes, r/3 = t e correspondingly diminishes, and thus the less-sigafificant bits ~511 be shifted away in the process of normalization when added to 1. The possible error in ~/3 will be exhibited in the least-significant bits, so smaller angles correspond to equal or smaller maximum errors ill ~, [ In Table 4 , the computed constants and associated errors, Mlowed by the merging of the diagonal weight matrix, are shown. In the small angle case, the ~,. term is introduced to facilitate the trigonometric substitution in the analysis. It also shows that the algebraic representation of a small number subtracted from 1 is indirectly similar to the ea term, since e,. tends to 
= -~'2yp(l 4-e -s.) d +,;c '~ tt(l -'-.St: + ~,~)
dl 
which may be represented respectively as the fi)llowing two inequalities:
I A1
yp _ dp y~,, <4, , . , <, 1 L<t" [ (2e+e~ 
I.: A!I (]
Yt dp y, ( 
14)
Remarkably, the r calculation involved no tloating point operations, only a direct copy of !/1,~ or Y,I, tbr the small and large angle calculations respectiw.qy. The above analysis shows that the large angle forlnulation symmetrically reflects the identical beha~dor of the small angle formulation. In addition to the bounding of the change of magnitude of the weights at each rotation, the correct selection of rotation with regard to angle can minimize e,., e., and c~. For extreme angles, e.g. angles generated by rows having one weight nmeh greater than the other, the 2e terms will dominate the error, )~ielding high accuracy. The above analysis shows that the ordering weightings is inconsequential, if the scalars are computed with extended precision, the error b(mnd will be tighter at a negligible eomlmtational work overhead fi)r 
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and In each of the above four cases, infnnnation from the row with larger value dominates the resultant superior row.
Also, note that in each case, the more heavily weighted row of the resultant matrix is in the superior position regardless of its initial location. The implication of this property is that a sequence of rotations will move the greater row towards the top of the matrix. This analysis is corroborated by our experimental evidence. Additionally, error amdysis for the self-sc',ding fast rotation shows the importance of applying the appropriate large or small angle rotation and rotation parameter calculation, as the use of the incorrect algorithm would violate the bounds and amplify floating point errors.
COLUMN PIVOTING AND MULTIPLE CONSTRAINTS
In the previous section, we have shown that fast rotations are not sensitive to row sorting. This is not the case when Householcter transformation is used tbr tile QR decomposition. A 4 × 3 exemplar). matrix in [22] demonstrates the poor accuracy which resulted from an improper row sorting when a I louseholder QR decomposition is performed. In [28] , there are examph's that illustrate that B over A as shown in (3) 
The kevstone of this theorem is that tile submatrix B l must be well conditionec't |'or a stable algorithm, which corroboratrs the proof bv Powell and Reid in [22] that column pivoting should be ns¢¢d in solving (he \VLS probl(ma. This 'also shows that the solution bv the weighting method is an al)pro,'dmation to tile solution by the direct eiimination method. Therefore, column pivoting is also imtx)rtant in the weighting method. In (hot, when "r/~ ~c in the weighting method, the direct elimination method is obtained. Note that the Givens rotations applied to weighted and unweighted row pairs in after a row and column scaling as r I ~ ~c, which is a Ganssian elimination step in the direct elimination method. Applying eohmm pivoting to the weighting method essentially does not change the computational complexity, ltowever, in many applications, such as adaptive beand'orming, the I,SE needs to be solved for manv different constraint matrices B liar each fixed data matrix A. As mentioned in [28] , the matrix A can be first orthogonally triangularized as
The computational cost of this operation will be, for m >1 n, ½ un~(m -n/3) flops. 2 Then for each constraint matrix B, we can triangularize the matrix C= ( rIB)R " (20) For m >> n, the precomputation of the QR decomposition o[" A x~ill result in significant savings [br the direct elimination and weighting methods, tlowever, the orthogonal transformation from the right in the nullspace method may lead to a complete fill-in of the erupt, half of the triangular matrix. Thus, the floating point complexly' of the nullspaee method for each new set of equality constraints will t)e O(n:~), which is significantly more work than what is re(lnired I)y tim other two methods. We can triangularize (20) by first applying the orthogonal transformations We now discuss how the eohnnn pivoting can be efficiently incorporated in the weighting method for solving the multiple constraint problem. We first obtain the QR decomposition of the matrix A. In the next process of triangulafizing the matrix C, column pivoting lnav significantly increase the computational complex|t3.', since it can destroy tile triangular structure of B. l lowever, the constriant matrix B typically has a very small nunlber of rows.
as in lieani|{)rnling. Sine(; we wan/ to have a well-cxinditiorled inatrix H I, we CLill ilpl)lv ('ohlllln l)ivoting only ill the first / steps of triang{ularizin.E tile matrix C. The orthog(mal transformations necessary to triangularize (; wifl, this pivoting will introduce tit most In extra n(mzero elements to a|mihilat(,. Thus. we can achieve better stability with(,lt increasing the c(miph'xit}. si.~nifi('alll Iv.
NUMERICAI, RESUI,TS
In our numerical implementations, we used the t,lst rotations m two ways--initialized with the diagonal factor matrix I) as lhe square of the w('ights, and also D = I with the weights premultiplied into the matrix. Keeping the squared weights has the ad,,'anta~e that it eliminates lhe square root operation in the fast rotations.
'i, Ve compare the self scaling fast rotations with the standard filst plane rotation and with the standard plane rotation, as well as with the lhmseholder's Q R method and ~th the MCS QII inethod. \.\'e used two different elimination ordermgs combined with merged and nonmerged weilzhts fiir botli the standard ant| self-scaling fast rotations, .~ielding eight List (;ivens algorithms. Our computations were. i)erfiirmed in Matlab v4 on a Sun Slxn'c which utilizes IEEE floating point arithmetic. \re tested our alfz, orithnls on the three I,SE test 1)roblems in [28] and on Powell and lleid's matrix [22] . Following [28] , we used a large weight r# >> 1 with B rather than a snlall weight s << 1 with A. and ctintraste¢t tile aec'uraQ of eomputing x~.ith A over B versl,s B over A to conlpar¢~ the effects of row sorting in diff('rent al~t)rithuis. Xl.SE = XyLS E [28] . The solution, x(r/), to the WLS (2) is
x(r/) xLSt: + rl 2 + W Ce, 
. xq)).
The results we achieved for IIouseholder QR decomposition are commensurate with those listed in [28] for all three problems. In [9] , the MGS method is shown to be numerically equivalent to the Ilouseholder method applied to a matrix with the n × n zero matrix adjoined to the top. In our tests, the MGS method also begins significantly losing accuracy starting at 7/= 10 v2. Ilowever, the Givens QR decompositions maintain accuracy for all of the tested rfs. All of the QB decomposition methods give good results for satist~ng the constraint equations at all weights [ Figure l , whereas the Givens methods remain accurate. The implication of these data is that to the limit of our tests on these three test matrices, only the Givens QR decomposition methods may, be employed without the possibility of" overshooting the optimum weight when using WLS to solve LSE woblems. These tests did not illuminate any siguificant difference in the accuracies between the different Givens methods and rotation orderings. Similar tests on a sequence of stiff randomly generated matrices with var)4ng structures corroborated these results. Tile tests examined the results of each of 12 orthogolaal- 
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Ilx -x(~)l12/llxllo_ for the third matrix in [28] , with column pivoting. 
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SUMMARY
We described the sell-scaling fast Givens rotation fbr solving the 1,SE problem by the method of extreme weighting. We subsequently presented an error anals"sis of the self-scaling square-root-free fast rotation which shows its stability and its row ordering invariance. We also showed row ordering iTivariancc x~th extremely disparate weights. The complications involved in column pivoting, which is necessary" for increased stabili)', is examined. We presented the results of our numerical experiments which showed that tbr a large spread of row weights, self-scaling fast Givens rotations exhibit superior accuracy to l louseholder and modified Gram-Schmidt decompositions tbr arbitrary row orderings. The numerical results showed that once a high accuracy xvtLs achieved, the self-scaling rotations maintained that accuracy for much lar~,er weights, thus obviating the need fbr iterating with insuffic'ien/ row weights as described in [28] .
